
Given statement is followed by two 
to be TRUE, even if it seem to be 
assumptions logically follow/s from 

Statement: 

pt stjons numbered (1) and (II). You have to conside f the given 
assance with commonly known facts. Decide whic 

33 1ave to consider the statement 
given statement the 

sw different types of crops in each alternate seaso It is neces 
the nutrients in the soil. 

own for the second time in the same field. Assumptions: (I) No crop can be grown for the 

Ifa different crop 1s grown in the next season, the soil does not (11) soil does not require additional nutrients like fertilizers, 

(A) Only Assumption () is implicit 
(B) Only Assumption (1I) is implicit. 
(C) Neither Assumption (I) nor Assumption (1I) is implicit. 

(D) Either Assumption () or Assumption () 1s implicit. 

STROITY () 

() 

(A) TRUIT (1) frfoa 

(B) 

(D) TRUT () r aTTOT (II) a AfTI 

34 Given statement is followed by two assumptions numbered () and (I). You have to consider the statement 
to be TRUE, even if it seem to be at variance with commonly known facts. Decide which of the given 
assumptions logically follow/s from the given statement. 

Statement: If farmers want better yield then they should use organic manure instead of chemical 
manure. 

Assumptions: () Chemical fertilizers have some bad effects on health. 

(I) Chemical fertilizers do not produce as much yield as organic fertilizers. 

(A) Only Assumption (1) is implicit. 

(B) Only Assumption (11) is implicit. 
(C) Neither Assumption (1) nor Assumption (1) is implicit. 

(D) Both Assumption ) and Assumption (II) are implicit 

RTROT (1) 
(II) 

(A) eT TTUT (I) AibT I 

(B) eTT (I) ffea 
(C) 
(D) 

OR22-3 D] Page - 14 [P.T.O. 
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ee of communication? 

Which of the following is 
NOT 

a 

feature 

of con 

(A) Communication is a 
tw0-way 

process. 

(C) Communication is a 
stagnant 

process 

? 

(B) Communication is an ongoing proc 39 (D) Communication is a dynamic cess. 

ess. 

(A) 
(C) 

(B) qu orearet utoa 1C 
(D) iqu Tarr6 utaT 

Fill in the blanks with correct 

Preposition 

fro irom the choice: 
Swapna. 

Chess. 
40 

) Harsha was standing 
(ii) Madhu plays Tennis 
(ii) Share the cake 
(iv) He divided the property 
(a) besides 

(c) among 

(A) ()-a), (ii)-(b), Gii)-(c), (iv)-(d) 
(C) )-(c), (ii)-(b), (ii)-(d), (iv)-(a) 

the two of you. 

his four sons. 

(b) between 

(d) beside 

B) )-(d), (ii)-(a), (ii)-b), (iv)-(©) 
(D) (i)-(b), (ii)-(a), (iii)-(d), (iv-©) 

Which of the following refers to the study or eye contact? 

(A) PrOxemics 

Haptics 

41 (B) Oculesics 
(D) Kinesics 

(C) 

(B) T 
(D) 51ftRT 

(A) iRiA 

(C) ufer 

Match the following parts of speech: 

List 
42 List II 

Verb (a) Absence 

(b) Busy 
(c) Develop 
(d) Greatly 

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

(A) (a)-(ii), (b)-(ii), (c)-(i), (d)-(iv) 
(a)-(ii), (b)-(iv), (c)-(i), (d)-(ii) 

) 
(ii) Adverb. 

(iii) Adjective 
(iv) Noun 

(B) (a)-(i). (b)-(iv), (c)-(iii), (d-i) 

C) 
(D) (a)-(iv), (b)-(iii), (c)-(i), (d)-(i) 

Fill in the blanks with the correct verb that agrees with the subject in the following sentences: 

i) Each student 

(ii) Neither Ravi nor I 

(a) was 
(c) has 

A) )-(a), (ii)-(d) 
(C) (i)-(a), (ii)-(c) 

43 
informed about the cultural programme. 

any interest in this project. 

(b) were 
d) have 

(i)-(b), (i)-(c) (B) 
(D) (0(6), (i)-d) 

A generally accepted opinion or decision among a group of people 1s: 

Negotiation 
44 

(A) Persuasion (B) (C) Consensus (D) Discussion 

(A) T (B) 
(C) Hd (D) urreqat 

All the skills mentioned beloW are referred to as Interpersonal skills EXCEPT 

(A) Soft skills 
(C) 

45 
(B) 
(D) 

Leadership skills 

Hard skills 
Communication skills 

(A) teT 
(C) 

(B)Tgr TT 

D) 

OR22-3_D Page -16 
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There are 8 patients in a 
pital. 

The 
ave 

patients is 

rage weight of the 7 lightest patients is 45 kgs. and the average 

kgs. The difference between the weight of the 
heaviest 

and the 
52 k 

50 weight of the 7 heaviest 

lightest patient is 

3reaia 8 i 17 T 

52 thcttrTHIF rt e O 
(A) 47 

(C) 49 (D) 50 
(B) 48 

jon. Rahul and Mohan are among those 25 students. Rahul scores 

other than Mohan is 48. The average score of al1 the 25 students 

Total 25 students appear for an exan 
51 

98. The average score of the 24 
students 

students other than Rahul. How much Mohan has scored 

is 2 more than the average score O 

3rTT3 24 BT 51 3T 48 I T 

(C) 98 
(B) 86 

(D) 82 
(A) 72 

The parents have m number of children. ge age of father, mother and m children is 20. The 

52 
father is 48 years old, and the average ago er and m children is 16. The number m (numerical 

value) is 

HIT-fT qa tI m I fraT, HIdl m qal 57 GET3T 20 IfT 3HTY 48 a , R HT 

e m ai 3TT 3HT 16 IH m (teiHch HT) foe ? 

(A) 3 (B) 6 (C) 1 (D) 2 

53 A is twice as old as B and C is thrice as ola as A. IT As age is 2 years less than the average age of all 

three A, B and C, then C's present age, in years, is 

A AT B a C 1 A R dIFT & I a A T A, B T Cai 3ireT 3T 

2 a a54 , aC adH Ty, aui 7 teoci-i ? 

(A) 10 (B) 9 (C) 8 (D) 12 

Twelve years ago, the age of the father was three times the age of his daughter. After twelve years, 
54 

father's age will be twice than of his daughter. The ratio of their present ages is 

(A) 4:7 (B) 2:7 (C) 4:3 (D) 7:3 

55 A mother has decided to sum and product the ages of her children Ishan and Anushka. The sum and 

product of their ages are 18 and 56, respectively. The solution of which quadratic equation gives the 

possible ages of Ishan and Anushka? 

TT TU5 49T: 18 56 fe fT zET a51 B7 GTT Ig61 h FHTeT Ta ? 
(A) x+ 56x 18 = 0 

(C)x+ 18:x 56 = 0 
(B) 

- 56x + 18 = 0 

(D) x2 - 18x + 56 = 0 

56 The product of Vidhi's age (in years) three 
than twice her present age. Vidhi's present age(in years 

years ago and her age 
IS 

five years later from now is 1 more 

1 efr& Ifaf a aH T (ai ) fart? (A) 4 (B) 6 (C) 8 (D) 10 

OR22-3 DD] 
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alow is given a tigure, in which a horse is placed on on horse can move in either of the following ways in a 

57 of the bOxes in a square grid of size 5* 

( two boxes to either left or right side and one box to either up o down side 
Ways in a single move: 

xes to either up or down side and one bo (iii) the horsc cannot step on a grey box. The horse has to stay within the grid and any move to out 

boxes are there which cannot be covered by horse within 3 mo 

(ii) two boxe ox to either left or right side 

of the grid is NOT legal. 
How many white ves? 
ir y gi , r g5 5 x 5 TEaTEzufeort frs 25 TET 5 Tr7 TET TaT 1rST 

(C) 3 (D) 5 
(B) 1 

(A) 

58 How many triangles are there in the given figure? 

HTf fod fay? 

(C) 
(D) 9 

8 
(B) 6 (A) 4 

[P.T.O-Page - 19 
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Six friends Rohit, chit, 
Rinku, Raj, 

Rajat, and 

order. 
Rohit is siting 

right. On immediate neighbor of Rajat. Who is sitting at 

Rajat, and Rishu are sitting in a row at different positiOns, Dut hot 

sitting at the first position from left while Rajat is Siting at the 

friends are sitting between Raj and Rinku. Raj is an immediate 59 
necessarily in the same 

third position from right. Only tw0 
* 

neighbor of Rohit. Rishu is not an 

from the left? 

the second position 

(C) Rishu (D) Rinku 
Raj 

(A) Rachit (B) 

BE fA a, zfea, f 

(C) fra (D) fp 
(A) zer (B) 

Six persons Raj, Rohit, Rachit, Rajat, Klsnu, and Rinku are working in an office. Each of them has a 

favorite car viz. P, Q, R, S, T, and U, Dut i Ssarily in the same order. Each of them got a different 

salary 1000, 2000, 2500, 3000, 300, c T, but not necessarily in the same order. Rajat gets a 

salary of 2500 and his favorite car is 0. 1uc O who likes car Q gets a salary of 3000. Rachit likes car 

P and gets a salary of 3500. The one wilo 8S asalary of 1000 does not like car R or S. Rinku does 

not like car Q or S but gets a salary of 2000 Snu gets a salary of 4000 and does not like a car R. Rohit 

60 

does not get a salary of 1000. Who gets a salary of 30002 

(B) Raj (C) Rinku (D) Rachit 
(A) Rohit 

&7efq P, Q, R, S, T ir U, o iT TET 15 *T 6H H EI r5 TT-3ITTT a - 1000, 2000, 2500, 

3000, 3500 sir 4000 ftmai a TatT T6T 15 T 5 ETI TUT 2500 m f4TT TT 3T qEaT 

5T UI fre Q TEia 3000 ad THTI EI za7 o a5R P T TT T 3500 a fHTalIa 

afi fr 1000 àaT fAmar TT R 2T S T4 15 i RG T Q TS Te T Tfeo 2000 èm faa 

& R 4000 7 farmaT R T T4 T I RET T 1000 aT E fHTET1 3000 1 àa7 fe 

feroaT&? 

(A) a (B) (C) ft (D) 

61 The only with the proposal is that it is a little expensive. 

(A) glitch (B) blunder (C) hardship (D) dilemma 

Five friends P, Q, R, S, and T live on a separate floor of a 5-floor building, but not necessarily in the 

same order. The ground floor is numbered 1, the first floor is numbered 2, and so on until the topmost 

Tloor is numbered 5. S lives immediately above P. Only two friends live between S and T. P lives on the 

lowermost floor. Q does not live on an odd-numbered floor. Which floor does R live on? 

62 

(A) 5th (B) 2nd (C) 3rd (D) 4th 

T f4 P Q, R, S r T g5 5-4T 5 Yqr -U 

(A) 5qi (B) (C) (D) 42T 

OR22-3 D [P.T.O. Page - 20 



ajat starts walking West from his college, then Raiat took one lert turl, Oe right turn and then another left turn to reach his home. In which direction is Raiat's home from his colege? 

63 

(A) East 
(B) South-West (C) North-West (D) West 

(A) (B) afer-uiqH (C) T-EH (D) fa 

urabh walked To m West, took a left turn and walked 20 m. He then took a right turn and walked O m. Then ne oo a left turn and walked 20 m. Then he took a right turn and walked 10 m. Finally took a right tu and walked 40 m. How far was he from the staiiE POnt 

64 

he 

30 m (B) 25 m (A) 
10 T Y?aH l GR TT, T STI T 20 rdTI f57aE T TT 10 aaiI Tt 

(C) 20 m (D) 18 m 

(A) 30 (B) 25 (C) 20 (D) 18 

Rajat walked 20 m towards East, took left turn and walked 20 m. Then he took a right turn and walked 
20 m. Then he took a leit turn and walked 20 m. He again took a left turn and walked 40 m. Finally, 

he turned to his left and walked 20 m. In which direction is Rajat facing finally? 

65 

(A) East (B) South-West (C) South (D) West 
TuT R 20 aerci , a YSaIsr 20 reT I ft zr gsatr 20 zET&I ft 

(A) (B) afaT-ufga (C) z& (D) 

Gaurav walked 60km West and then took a left turn and walked 60km. He took a left turn and walked 
66 

20km. He took a left turn and walked 20km. He took a right turn and walked 20km. He again took a left 

turn and walked 20km. Finally, he turned to his right and walked 20km and stopped. How far is Gaurav 

from his initial position? 
(C) 20 km (D) 18 km 

(A) 30 km (B) 25 km 

ira 60 fopeit ufor4 ei aTaI ir f7 a s 8 TT 60 feot araTTI aE Ts r 20 fa 

eigeT7 fodit qT? 
(C) 20 foi (D) 18 feHT 

(A) 30 fat (B) 25 fepHT 

walks 40 meters South, and then 30 meters West. How 
67 A worker starts walking from 

far is he from the starting point? 
his office. He first 

48 m 
(D) 50 m 

(C) 
(A) 45 m (B) 55 m 

40 Her afer a oir sitrr for 30 ter uiðaH 

48 
(D) 50 

(C) 

(A) 45 (B) 55 P.T.O. 
OR22-3_DD] 
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79 

sumptions numbered (I) and (I). You have to consider the statement 
assu 

Olven statement is followe bye at varance with commonly known facts. Decide which oT the given 

from the given statement. 

auter manufacturer has reduced the prices of mos 

to be TRUE, even if it 
m 

to 
be at 

v/s 

assumptions logically follo 

Statement: 

of the models of 

The largestabout 1 percent with immediate effect. 

The 
company 

may ino may incur huge losses due to the reduction 
es of desktops manufactured by the company may increase significantly 

the 
desktop 

by 
about 

in desktop prices. 

Assumptions: ) 
(11) 

in the 
near 

future. 

Only Assumpti fion () is 
implicit. 

Only Assumpti (1l) is implicit. 

Neither imption () nor Assumpt 

(A) 
(B) ption (I) is implic 

Assumption (11) is implicit. (C) 
(D) Either Assumption () or 

rgH7 () itr (I) fey 

qITROITY () 
(I) 

(A) 
(B) e arrT (II) Afa I 

(C) 
(D) eTTUIT (I) T eTrUT (II) ai Aea 

Given statement is followed by two assumptions numbered () and (II). You have to consider the statement 

to be TRUE, even if it seem to be at variance with commonly known facts. Decide which of the given 

assumptions logically follow/s from the given statement. 

78 

Statement: Before giving full work to the employees, give them work-related training. 
Assumptions (1) Training helps the employees to increase their performance. 

(II) Employees do not have any skills prior to training. 

(A) Only Assumption (1) is implicit. 

Only Assumption (11) is implicit. 

Neither Assumption () nor Assumption (1I) is implicit. 

Both Assumption () and Assumption (I) are implicit. 

(B) 
(C) 
(D) 

TTOT () 

(A) a7 aTT () Atea ti 

(B) 0 TTUIT (I1) fPtat 
(C)7 eTTUT (1) TT 7 8 aTUT (I) Ra 

D) eTUT (1) i eTUT (I) aHi 
OR22-3 D Page -24 [P.T 



of Harish. Harish has two daughters: Reema an the g 

Satish. Below are given few 
statements, Based o 

Mala is sister 

is 
mother 

of Satish. 

tements i5cre definitely ven few stat Reema and Seema. Reema is married to Satish, Rekha 
14 

true? nents. Based on the given intormation, select which of Reema 1S iece of Rekha. A a is mother 

tala is si1ster ot Rekha. 
er-in-law of Seema. B 

(A) Only B 1s true 

(C) All three statements are true (B) Only A and C are true 

None of the three statements are tru 

B 

(A) e BE 

(C) (B) A 3irt C T 

75 Four security guards A,B,C,D are oivie 
corners. And re. then After B sometime and D each A and C swap their places. Then B and D move respectively. diagonally D to and opposit yat four corners of a buiding compound as shown in the 

And then B and D each move one side clockwise and anti-C move two sides eacn antOCkwise and clockwise recmectively. What is the current position or 

respec C 

BD 

(A) Diagonally opposite to D 
(B) Diagonally opposite to B 

(C) Towards the left of B (D) Towards the right of A 

A 

B D 
(B) BFTH far 

(A) D 5I ars 

(C) B ar r (D) A T tT 

76 Which figure will replace the question mark (?) in the given figure? 

1 1 

L1 1 
1 (A) 1- (B) 1L (C) 1 (D) 

|L 

[P.T.O. OR22-3 DI Page-233 



In a coding scheme, each letter in a word is written as a letter a after shifting N positions ahead in English 

e number of vowels present in the word. For example, BAT has only one vowel, 
:o it will be coded as CBU. A five letter word LOUIE is taken. It is coded according to this scheme. The 

tant is agaln coded as per this scheme, and so on. this process 1s repeated for 10 times. What will 

79 

nt 
alphabet, where is the 

n 

f 
the final coded word obtained 

be 

T8, T6 N, Xg ag ri Fre&I TeTETUEETEU BAT e 5 8, gafoy gè CBU 
fTeT TII8, TET N, T i 

y 

T ET? 

(B) PSAMJ (D) QTZNJ (A) HOYPX 
(C) SNJZK 

"In a coding schenmC, a word 1s coded as product of nositions of its letters in English alphabet. However, 
80 

for the purpose or Caiculating product, only unique letters are considered, For example, in word FELL 

L would be considered only once, and code would he 360, Which of these words would have largest 

code?" 

I Bi, 3AT 3 TU am sfa oert fr SIET , T1EuaY FELL L oect 

(A) ACACIA (B) BASS (C) SHY (D) DADDY 

In a family of six persons, two are males and remaining are females. The members are P, Q, R, S, T and 
81 

U. There are two pairs of father and daughter in the family. S is wife of Q. R and Q are siblings. P is 

wife of T. U is NOT daughter of S. Below are given a few statements. Based on the given information, 

select which of the statements is/are definitely true. 

A: The two male members of family are Q andT. 

B:Sis mother of P. 

C: Tis also a sibling of Q. 
D:T is uncle of Q. 

(B) Only A and B are true 

(A) Only A is true 

(D) Only A and C are true 

C) Only A, B and D are true 

BE 4foTa ufar Tay T s HTIY 8IEERT P, Q, R, S, T etr UI uferr fraT sir 

A: vrer go TCT Q e TEI 

B:S, P TT 
C: T, Q I 5 HECT I 

D: T, Q arti 
(A) eA E 

(B) 
et A sttB at 

(D) bA stt C EE 

C) oET A, B tr D & P.T.O. 
OR22-3 D Page-25 



Below is given a venn 
iagram. 

Irres 

be considered 
rrect. 

Based on 
oective of what normal belief is, the depictions in t an this diagram, select which of the given statemer 

e depictions in the venn diagram 

the given statements have a possibility 
82 

of being true. 

Statement A : Some stickers are 

Statement B: Som 
stickers 

are 
mats 

Statement C: No sheets are mats 

Statement D : Some carpets 
are stickers 

Sheets Wallpapers Mats Carpets 

Stickers 

O 
Wallpapers 

(A) Statements A, B and C only 

(B) Statements A, B and D only 

(C) Statements A, C and D only 

(D) All Statements A, B, C and D 

57 A: 3 fzaei sfte 

547 C: stz z T8 

357 D I fEi 

(A) a 57 A, B sitr C 

(B) ha A, B si D 

(C) 5a7 54 A, C eD 

(D) 5 A, B, C D 

OR22-3_Db] [P.T.O Page - 26 



10 with him and he finds that 1t 

ands it over to A. In this contex 83 A and B decide to travel from place X to place Y by bus. A has o 
is 80% of the bus fare for two persons. B finds Rs. 3 with him a 

which one of the following statements is correct? 

(A) Now the money A has is just enough to buy two tickets 

(B) A still needs Rs. 2 for buying the tickets. 

(C) After buying the two tickets A will be left with 50 paise. 

(D)The money A now has is still not sufficient to buy two ticKeiS 

A GiTR B, T X UT Y T5 qT H aT fgry td1A rE T0 6. t T YET 

251 8 a aai 5 a7 T 80% IB qre 3 5. frad T 31 A DI gE 57eT 1 sE g 

(A) 
(B) fe7 i fo A er 2 5. 3a9gqeoall 

(C) fecne aie 59T A T 50 aTI 

Three statements are given followed by four conclusions L, II, III and IV. Assuming the statements to be 

true, even if they seem to be at variance with commonly known facts, decide which of the following 

conclusions logically follow(s) from the statements. 

84 

Statements (A) All squares are boxes. 

Some boxes are coloured. (B) 
Red is a colour (C) 
Some boxes are red. Conclusions () 

(II) Some squares are red. 

(III) Some squares are coloured. 

(TV) Some boxes are squares. 

(B) Only II follows 

Only IV follows 
(A) Only I follows 

(D) C) Only III follows 

(A 

(B) 

(C) 

fras: () 

(I) 

(A) (B) 
(D) 6e IV 97eU 5al 

OR22-3_D] Page - 27 [P.T.C 



Directions for the following 
4(four) 

questions 0. 
85 to 88. 

followin8 passage in English to test the comprehension or English not have Hindi Version. The Tollowing 4 questions are base 
Language and there fore these quest 

fpatare 4(T7) u9iSi (H. 85 H 88) ferg 

HHTe 4 u9Ti9T eiiu Aaffed ul 
kinshi ship With animals, but on their own they cannot help us understand 

the meaning and importance of that 
examine Our concepts and ideas abou 

As children grow up, they learn to thi 

and reasOn. The job of the philosopher, v 

Scientitic studies can remind us of ouchip, nor its moral and political implications. For thiS, We need to onimalsa task that requires philosophy. Oncents and ideas a ak in termis OI a variety of dichotomies, such as man and Deast, nature 

dichotomies work on our, 
aginations, 

and afi 

forth, new images that will free ur 
imaginations 

Midgleyargued, 1s twofold. A philosopher must examine the way these and affeet our ways of acting and being; and must articulate, Or bring from their hold. 

Humans do, of course, have exceptlo 

to, other kinds of animals. The idea that humlls are different me 

other species, or in hunting ai nOwer to alter our environment in ways that go far beyond that of other 

capacities that make them different from, and also especially dangerous humans are different must be respected. We are not alone in eating hem for play, as all cat lovers know. But language transrorms these ting 

natural activities and gives us the power t d u environment in ws 

animals. 

Elizabeth Anscombe, wrote about the ways w n acquisition of language affects human life. She noted 
that there are some things you can geta perso eed a dog) to do without language. But if you can get 

them to make a promise or sign a contract dolviues reliant on human language - the possibilities for 

involving them in your plans become vast 
Advanced technology, industry, culture and art nd on the sorts of cooperation that would be impossible 

without human language. And each of these antos uC way our natural animal instincts are realised in the world. 

Money, banking, commerce and trade allow our amal desire for warmth and shelter to be realised through 

hoarding resources., Territorial instincts, common to most animals, are reshaped through property rights. We 
farm at an industrial scale and eat other animals not Just because we are hungry, but because to do so culturally 

Signifies wealth or status. 
Though it is our language that makes us the most dangerous of all the animals, Midgley thought it was 

nevertheless in language- rather than in science or technology that our environmental salvation must lie. In her book Science and Poetry, she writes about the way in which metaphor and metre can return us to our childhood perspective - to looking under the fence that separates humans from other animals. 

85 Which statement describes the word (Dual 
(A) The possibilities for involving them in your plans become vast 
(B) And each of these alters the way our natural animal instincts are realised 
(C) The job of the philosopher, Midgley argued, is twofold 
(D) Metaphor and metre can return us to our childhood perspective 

86 Find the closest synonym of the underlined word from the given sentence: 
Scientific studies can remind us of our kinship with animals. 
(A) Lineage (B) Gregariousness (C) Coalition (D) Companionship 

87 ldentify the verb from the given options based on the given sentence. 
But language transforms these natural activities and gives us the power to alter our enVironment in ways that go far beyond that of other animals. (A) Activities (B) Transforms (D) Beyond Ways 
Which of the following options best describes the given stateme 

(C) 
88 

We farm at an industrial scale and eat other animals not just because we are hungry, but because to do 
so culturally signifies wealth or status. (A) Human beings consume meat in a large scal (B) Abundance and prestige drive humo heings to act independent oft their needs 
It1S a common practice to eat animale whether one is hungry or not 

Most of the farmin is done only for commercial purpose 
(D) 
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Directions for the tollowing 4(four) questions no. 97 to 100 
The following 4 questions are based on the following passage Language and therefore these questions do not have Hindi Versio aaren 4(2) AIT (. 97 à 100) à fey freT 

English to test the Comprehension of English 

Macbeth is done upon a stronger and more systematic principle plays. t moves upon the verge of an abyss and 1s a constant fierce extremes, a war of opposite natui 
desperate, and the reaction is dreadful. It is a huddling together o which of them shall destroy the othér. There is nothing but what has a VIOICt triumph fo 

or 
despair, 
violent beginnings. 

from the height 
The' 

systematic principle of contrast tnan any other of Shakespeare's 
and is a constant struggleDtw c and death. The action is 

lights and shades are laid on with a determined hand; the trahsition r 
O Llroto the repose of death, are sudden and startling: every passion Dgs nS Teow-contrary, and the 
of terrorrto the reposè of death, are sudden and startling, every le play is an unruly chaos of strange and 
thoughts pitch and jostle against each other as in the dark. The wio P 
OduCn tnings, where the ground rocks under our feet Shakespeare's genius nere took its full swing and trod 
upon the tarthest bounds of nature and passion._ William Hazlitt, Characters oI Snakespeare' s Plays Macbeth 
COmpietes Wiffam Shakespeare' s great tragic quartet while expanding, ecnolng, and altering key elements or 
amiet, Othello, and King Lear into one of the most terrifving stage experiences. LIKe Hamlet, Macbeth treats 
e consequences of regicide, but from the perspective of the usurpers, not the dispossessed. Like Othello, 
Macbeth centers its intrigue on the intimate relations of hichand and wife. Like Lear, Macbeth explores femalee 
Villainy, creating in Lady Macbeth one of Shakesneare's most complex, powerful, and frightening woma 
characters. Different from Hamlet and Othello. in which the tragic action is reserved for their climaxes and an emphasIs on cause over effect, Macbeth, like Lear. locates the tragic tipping point at the play's outset t 

concentrate on inexorable consequences. Like Othello, Macbeth, Shakespeare's shortest tragedy, achieves an 
almost unbearable intensity by eliminating subplots, inessential characters, and tonal shifts to focus almost 
exclusively on the crime's devastating impact on husband and wife. 
What is singular about Macbeth, compared to the other three great Shakespearean tragedies, is its villain-hero. 

If Hamlet mainly executes rather than murders, if Othello is "more sinned against than sinning," and if Lear 
is a very foolish fond old man buffeted by surrounding evil, Macbeth knowingly chooses evil and becomes 

the bloodiest and most dehumanized of Shakespeare's tragic protagonists. Macbeth treats coldblooded, 
premeditated murder from the killer's perspective, anticipating the psychological dissection and guilt-ridden 
expressionism that Feodor Dostoevsky will employ in Crime and Punishment. 

Which of the following words from the passage convey the meaning 'the action of killing a king'? 

(A) 
97 

Regicide (B) Usurper (C) Protagonist (D) Executes 

98 Match the characters in column I with their description in column 2 

Column2 

Sinner 
Coldblooded 
Foolish 

Executioner 
(B) 

Column 1 

(a) Hamlet 

(b) Othello 

(c) Macbeth 
(d) King Lear 

1) 
(ii) 

(ii) 
(iv) (a)-(ii), (b)-(ii), (c)-G), (d)-(iv) 

D) (a)-(iv), (b)-(i), (c)-(i), (d)-(i) (A) (a)-(iv), (b)-(iii), (c)-(ii), (d)-(i) 

(C) (a)-(ii), (b)-(ii), (c)-(i), (d)(iv) 

Which of the following inferences can be made from the lines 'What is singular about Macbeth, compared 

to the other three great Shakespearean tragedies, 1S its villain-hero. 

(A) 

99 

Among the four tragedies written by Shakespeare, Macbeth is less of a tragedy. 

The protagon ists from other tragedies are less coldblooded than Macbeth is 

(D) 

No kind of comparison is drawn between tne rour tragedies written by Shakespeare. 

(B) 

Unlike the villains from other tragedies, 
Viacoen is vengeful and ambitious in his plans. 

Which of the following statements do NO 

(A) 

do NOT find a support in the given passage? 

er when compared to the tragedy Macbeth 

howcases the element of tragedy 
100 

King Lear and Hamlet are 

(B) 
(C) 
(D) 

The climax of the plays 
Othello and 

Hamlet shov 

The contrast element is less in the other trage than that is seen in Macbeth 

n Macbeth, the reactions are 
terrible, and nos 

dctlons depict a despair 
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